Effects of Normal Variation in the Rotational Position of the Aortic Root on Hemodynamics and Tissue Biomechanics of the Thoracic Aorta.
Variation in the rotational position of the aortic root relative to the left ventricle is present in normal trileaflet aortic valves. Its impact on the resulting fluid mechanics of blood flow in the thoracic aorta and structural mechanics in the aortic wall are unknown. We aimed to determine the regional hemodynamic and biomechanical differences in different rotational positions of the normal aortic root (clockwise, central, and counterclockwise positions). Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) data was acquired from a normal pediatric patient. These were used for reconstruction of the aortic valve and thoracic aorta 3D model. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations were employed to study the influence of the root rotation with a central position as compared to observed extreme variations. Patient-specific phase-encoding CMR data were used to assess the validity of computed blood flow. The 3D FSI model was coupled with Windkessel boundary conditions that were tuned for physiological pressures. A grid velocity function was adopted for the valve motion during the systolic period. The largest wall shear stress level is detected in the clockwise positioned aortic root at the sinutubular junction. Two counter-rotating vortex cores are formed within the aortic root of both the central and extreme root configurations, however, in the clockwise root the vortex system becomes more symmetric. This also coincides with more entrainment of the valve jet and more turbulence production along the shear layer. A clockwise rotational position of the aortic root imparts an increased wall shear stress at the sinutubular junction and proximal ascending aorta in comparison to other root rotation positions. This may pose increased risk for dilation of the sinutubular junction and ascending aorta in the patient with a clockwise positioned aortic root compared to other normal positional configurations.